
This That These Those (Demonstrative Pronouns)

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

Credit is a very important thing, because, when properly employed, it
enables property to be put into the hands of ________ who will make the best
use of it.

1.

________'s all I wanted to know.2.

The first of ________, completed in the year 1483, was probably the first
book printed in Fleet Street, afterwards a gathering-place for the ink-stained
craft.

3.

________ etext was produced from Analog December 1962.4.

I have often been so before, but ________ time it is fatal.5.

________ is the first time I've been so far from the house.6.

But ________ time it wasn't my fault, was it?7.

________'s the way he looks at you.8.

Such was the result of our conversation, and I repeat it for the benefit of
________ who occupy themselves with our internal legislation.
9.

The first of ________ is restricted to north-western Europe, having its
chief seat in Scandinavia.
10.

Why, it's worth everything else at such a time as ________.11.

They were humble structures enough, but sufficient for their purpose, and
indeed admirable in all respects in the eyes of ________ who had a part in
them.

12.

________'s the way I always do.13.

The first of ________ was Daza, or, as he was afterwards called,
Maximin, whose mother was the sister of Galerius.
14.
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It may be carried in the clothing of ________ who have been in
attendance on horses suffering from the disease.
15.

________'s what you're thinking.16.

He fetched ashore in the Marquesas, and never set a foot on anything
floating from ________ day to ________.
17.

________ is not the place to tell what the surprise was.18.

He opened the head's eyes once more, and ________ time he kept them
open.
19.

Both it, and ________ who were on it, were seen as distinctly as though it
had been daylight-for the burning vessel was no longer a combination of
flame and smoke.

20.
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